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A finite element analysis of the

thermo-mechanical stresses in slag

pots shows the critical regions when

the pot is filled with liquid slag. The

maximum radial wall deformation

occurs right below the filling level,

while the upper ring is slightly dis-

placed toward the inside of the pot.

These findings agree with field obser-

vations and serve for the geometry

optimization of slag pots.
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1 Transient Thermal-Stress Analysis of Steel Slag
2 Pots: Impact of the Solidifying-Slag Layer on Heat
3 Transfer and Wear

4
Q1Ioana Adina Neacsu,� Bernhard Scheichl, Harald Rojacz, Georg Vorlaufer, Markus Varga,

5 Herbert Schmid, and Josef Heiss

6 The containers used for steelQ2 slag transportation to the recycling depot undergo high-
7 temperature gradients and often deform plastically. Also, parts of the thereby solidified
8 slag adhere to the pot walls, causing demolding problems and wear. A thorough finite-
9 element analysis of the heat transfer, initiated by filling the pots and essentially driven by
10 radiation, and the thermal stresses is performed. Due to periodic fill-in and discharge,
11 these are assumed to admit a quasi-stationary state referring to the pot temperature
12 before their emptying. The so obtained results aid optimizing the pot shape and
13 the transport process in terms of minimizing maintenance and anti-adhesive cladding. A
14 layer of solidified slag is found to exist throughout the transport process. Although the
15 phase change occurs almost instantaneously at a liquid–solid interface, the mushy zone is
16 considered in the accompanying analytical study of the associated Stefan-type problem.
17 Good correlations of the predicted temperatures to the measured ones and the resultant
18 surface damaging are obtained.
19

20 1. Introduction

21 For production&References have been renumbered to

22 maintain sequential order. Please check.& of steel in

23 integrated steel mills, iron ore is reduced to metallic iron

24 in blast furnaces and in a subsequent oxidizing treatment

25 in basic oxygen furnaces unwanted components, espe-

26 cially carbon, silicon, chromium, manganese, and phos-

27 phor, are removed. Slag is formed by adding burnt lime

28 and to a small degree the metallic iron is oxidized. The

29 most common application of cooled and processed

30 steelmaking slags lies in road construction, but a wide

31 range of research and development work has been carried

32 out to find additional applications and recycling processes

1due to the content of valuable elements in the slag, e.g.,

2phosphor as an essential ingredient to fertilizers and soil

3conditioners, as well as internal recycling of iron-rich

4fractions in the steel industry. In view of the present study,

5it is stressed that the contaminations and hence the

6composition of slag varies greatly. Typical compositions of

7slags in steel plants range from 30 to 40% SiO2, 6 to 20%

8Al2O3, 0.2 to 4% FeO, 0.2 to 10%MnO, 29 to 50% CaO, 1 to

910% MgO, and 1 to 7% CaS, strongly depending on steel

10classes and the time of oxygen blowing in converters.[1–4]

11Therefore, it is common to transport the steel slag to

12special depot areas where it is further collected for

13recycling. Large cast steel containers, the so-called slag

14pots (in this casemade of the cast steel GS45 or 1.0446), are

15needed for transporting slag in liquid phase; when poured

16from the slag ladle, its temperature lies in the range of

171400–1600 8C. Most important, the high temperature

18difference between the pot and the liquid slag triggers a

19phase change of the slag near the pot walls, and eventually

20a layer of solidified slag forms by cooling.

21When the slag pot is filled with liquid slag, a large

22thermal load acts on it, and, as a result, severe plastic

23deformations of the pot occur, at least locally. The danger

24of this behavior is enhanced due to the cyclic loading and

25unloading of the slag pots, as they are expected to

26withstand on average between 500 and 1000 loading/

27unloading cycles. These severe loading conditions induce

28material degradation as well as surface wear which finally
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1 reduce the expected lifetime of the slag pot. In particular,

2 this thermal load leads to annealing processes within the

3 microstructure, causing softening due to microstructural

4 changes, as for instance recrystallization, grain coarsening,

5 or ferrite globulization.[5,6] These processes cause in turn

6 lowered strength at elevated temperatures and cyclic creep

7 processes can occur more easily, which enhances the total

8 deformation after a few cycles (observed in used slag

9 pots).[7] Attenuated hardness further increases wear rates

10 at elevated temperatures and together with thermal shocks

11 enhances crack propagation, which further promotes wear

12 —the most critical phenomenon.[8–12]

13 These specific operating conditions motivate one to first

14 envisage the transient thermal behavior of the pot walls and

15 the resultant stress distributions before it comes to the

16 investigation of material degradation and wear. These last

17 mechanisms are subtle tribological issues closely related to

18 the removal of the solidified slag, associated with the spray

19 cladding. However, their treatment first requires a careful

20 analysisof theresponsiblecyclic thermo-mechanical loading.

21 The focus of the present study lies on predicting the

22 temperature distribution of the pot walls (Section 2) and

23 their associated thermo-mechanical loading (Section 3)

24 where only the filling stage is considered; the impact on

25 degradation and wear is touched briefly by an encouraging

26 preliminary study based on probing (Section 4).

27 Specifically, the objective is to calculate the thermally

28 induced stresses and predict the regions of high deforma-

29 tions by means of finite-element (FE) simulations. To the

30 authors’ knowledge, the specific challenges presented

31 above here have not attracted much attention in the

32 literature. However, they not only pose an interesting

33 coupled multi-phase/heat transfer problem but, concern-

34 ing the consequences addressed above, also one of

35 tribological optimization.

36 The heat transfer problem is tied in with complex

37 physical processes difficult to tackle within modeling and

38 simulation, such as phase transition by partial solid-

39 ification of the slag, forming annular layers adjacent to the

40 inner pot surface due to its exterior cooling, mostly by

41 radiation, and heavily influencing the temporal variation

42 of the wall temperature. There is no doubt that this layer

43 has to enter the time-dependent calculations in an

44 approximative manner (to be specified) for obtaining

45 most realistic results. The wall temperature is empirically

46 known to vary distinctly across the wall and along the

47 median of the pot contour and also in time as governed by

48 periodic fill-in, discharge, followed by cooling. This cyclic

49 thermal load causes almost synchronously varying thermal

50 stresses as long as irreversible plastic deformations due to

51 an accordingly strong re-excitation of the thermal stresses

52 are not at play. However, their occurrence is unavoidable

53 under filling/emptying conditions of practical relevance

54 and associated with a pronounced retardation of their

55 release by hysteresis effects at a much larger time scale;

56 hence, their temporal changes when compared with those

57 of the wall temperature are rather small.

1This rationale underlies the approach of simulation

2pursued here: in order to keep the numerical effort at a

3feasible level, the FE calculations are solely based on the

4classical linear–elastic stress–strain relationship (Hooke’s

5law) but carried out for the most critical thermal

6conditions occurring immediately before the discharge

7process start. In this spirit, the so obtained stresses are

8virtually taken as quasi-stationary as calculated by a

9steady-statemodel. However, here the temperature field at

10the critical thermal conditions occurring immediately

11before the discharge process commences provides the

12input.

132. Thermal Analysis

14An example of a used slag pot is shown in Figure 1a, where

15the marked line represents the deviation from the initial

16geometry. This type of severe deformation by thermal

17stresses motivates the present study. Denote T the

18temperature and t the time throughout, we therefore start

19by investigating the at first most crucial quantity, namely

20the distribution of T in the wall, Tw, in dependence of t,

21initially uniform as given by the ambient (room) temper-

22ature Tref¼ 25 8C. Special emphasis is laid on the values

23Tw,i and Tw,o of Tw at the inner pot surface (interface with

24solidifying slag) and the outer one, respectively. To this

25end, an efficient coupling of experimental and numerical

26methods is employed. These approaches and their results

27are detailed in the following.

282.1. Initialization and Simulation

29The first estimations of Tw through the slag pot are

30provided bymeasurements obtained by thermography. An

31FLIR SC7600MB infrared camera with an internally cooled

32InSb-detector was used, where a Ge-filter was applied.

33Denoting the surface emissivity with e, a value e¼ 0.8

34common for corroded steel surfaces is assumed.

35Figure 1b displays the temperatures measured in the

36above outline manner at a reference time t¼ 20min after

37the filling. The exterior surface of the pot may exhibit

38temperatures Tw,o in the range of 300–500 8C, with

39maximum peaks recorded in the regions immediately

40below the upper ring and very close to the base. The

41increased temperature at the top region is explained by the

42emitted radiation originating in the surface of the slag

43where reaching the inner surface of the pot wall. The lower

44region, on the other hand, encounters higher temperatures

45due to possibly reduced wall thickness resulting fromwear

46caused in previous cycles (by the sliding between solidified

47slag and the pot wall but also the jackhammering used for

48its separation).

49It was our aim to reproduce themeasured temperatures

50in an FE model where the corresponding physical
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1 boundary conditions are applied. The herewith calculated

2 temperatures will then feed into the calculation of the

3 thermal stresses. To this end, wewill implement amodel of

4 heat transfer in solids by conduction in COMSOL Multi-

5 physics. Figure 2 shows the geometry and the boundary

6 conditions of the analyzed system. It is easily seen that the

7 pot contour is two-plane symmetric, such that calculations

8 can be performed on only a quarter of the geometry, with

9 symmetry conditions imposed. We assume that the pot is

10 instantaneously filled with liquid such that the filling level

11 first remains constant over time. The most simple

12 condition that reproduces the effect of the liquid slag

13 inside the pot is a constant temperature prescribed at the

14 assumed pot/slag interface, and given by the solidification

1temperature, Ts¼ 800 8C, as an estimate. This condition

2implies a sudden temperature jump at the inner pot

3surface from Tw,i¼Tref to Tw,i¼Ts. From this time on, the

4contact temperature Tw,i is part of the solution of the heat

5transfer problem. Concerning the remaining surfaces of

6the pot, the general boundary condition is radiative heat

7transfer to the surroundings, with the above value for e
8adopted throughout (Lambert radiator), given by the

9Stefan–Boltzmann law:

kðs;lÞrn;oT ¼ exðT4
w;o � T4

ref Þ;x
¼ 5:670373� 10�8W=ðm2K4Þ ð1Þ

with k denoting the thermal conductivity of the cast steel

10or the solidified (s) or liquid (l) slag, rn;o the outward

11normal gradient, here specified for the outer surface, and x

12the Stefan–Boltzmann constant.

13It shall only be noted that the effects of natural

14convection by the surrounding air, otherwise at rest, are

15found negligible.

16All relevant material properties of the pot are stated in

17Table 1.

18The heat transfer is a highly transient process, with very

19steep temperature gradients occurring especially at the

20first moments of the contact liquid slag pot. This requires

21not only an accurate time step during calculation, but also

22a very fine mesh. We have used in this sense a time step of

231 s in the first 2min of the transient calculation and 5 s for

24the remaining time, and a working mesh consisting of

25approximately 5� 105 elements, with four mesh elements

26across the pot wall thickness.

27A first result of the “naive” approach that neglects the

28transient solidification of the slag is displayed in Figure 3.

29A very homogeneous temperature distribution is obtained,

30with little variations in the region below the filling level.

31Specifically, the calculations predict Tw,o¼ 650 8C, which,

32however, appears to be much higher than the measured

33one. One therefore ascertains that the temperature

34distribution in calculations is strongly affected by (at

Figure 1. Real geometry a), experimentally obtained temperature
distribution b).

Figure 2. Geometry and boundary conditions for the 3D thermo-
mechanical model.
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1 least) one additional phenomena, not yet taken into

2 account: the solidification of the slag. The strategy of

3 including the solidification process in our model most

4 efficiently and its effects on Tw are outlined in the

5 following.

6 2.2. Solidification Front

7 Solidification of a liquid metal occurs when the temper-

8 ature drops below the freezing temperature. The matter

9 will then be divided into two co-existing phases separated

10 by a sought time-dependent sharp boundary where those

11 are in local thermodynamic equilibrium and the jump

12 conditions expressing conservation of mass, momentum,

13 and energy apply. Hence, the here arising thermal problem

14 then belongs to the class of moving-boundary problems or

15 Stefan problems.[13,14] Notwithstanding the multitude of

16 methods to solve such problems found in the literature, the

17 physics involved in phase change problems is quite

18 complex, and analytical solutions have been obtained

19 merely for one-dimensional cases.[15]

1Classical Stefan’s equation governs the motion of the

2phase boundary in solidification/melting problems on a

3semi-infinitely open domain (finite slab, infinite liquid

4phase). Usually, the temperature is instantaneously

5dropped/increased accordingly at some position. Without

6presenting a detailed analysis, we note that for relatively

7small times and distances from this event valid approx-

8imation of this closed-form solution applies to the radially

9inwards movement of solidification front g(t), say, para-

10meterized by the thermal conductivity ks and the density rs
11of the solid phase, the latent heat hl (at T¼Ts), Ts, and the

12contact temperature Tw,i:

gðtÞ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
ks
rs

T s � Tw;iðtÞ
hl

t:

s
ð2Þ

13This estimate is based on the classical result as it only

14takes into account the rather sharp increase of Tw,i

15immediately after filling and the relatively slow variations

16it undergoes before the heat transfer starts to be driven

17essentially by radiation. This and effects by radial

18contraction of the front are neglected accordingly in (2).

19However, we anticipate that (2) describes the formation of

20the solidified layer satisfactorily well for considerably large

21times when compared with results obtained by a full

22simulation, explained below.

23In the case of steel slags, the thermal properties of both

24the liquid and solid phases are difficult to measure.

25Estimations of these properties are available, but even so

26the data can vary greatly from one type of slag to

27another.[16] We will use (2) to estimate the thickness of

28the solidified layer with the input parameters specified in

29Table 2; however, Tw,i is not known beforehand. We hence

30aim to determine Tw by FE calculations.

31A straightforward numerical approach for calculating

32the front velocity, and implicitly thewall temperature is the

33apparent heat capacity formulation, a method available in

34COMSOL Multiphysics.[17,18] The phase transition is

35assumed to occur in a narrow temperature range

36Ts � DT=2, and is governed by an indicator function, b,

37which is 1 if T � Ts � DT=2 and 0 if T � Ts þ DT=2. This

38method is based on accounting the latent heat by

39increasing the heat capacity when the substance is in

40that phase change temperature range. The heat capacity cp
41takes the formFigure 3. Calculated temperature distribution after t¼ 20min.

Thermal

conductivity

k

[Wm�1 K�1]

Density

r

[kgm�3]

Specific heat

capacity cp
[J kg�1 K�1]

Young’s

modulus

E [GPa]

Poisson’s

ratio m

[�]

Yield

stress

sel

[MPa]

Tensile

strength

sts [MPa]

Linear thermal

expansion

coefficient a

[K�1]

Emissivity

e [�]

25 7700 460 200 0.3 230 450–560 10–5 0.8

Table 1. Pot (cast steel): thermo-mechanical properties.
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cp ¼ bcp;s þ ð1� bÞcp;l þ cL ð3Þ

where cp,s, cp,l denote the specific heat capacities in the

1 solid and liquid phase, respectively, and the latent heat cL
2 is expressed as

cLðTÞ ¼ hldb=dT ð4Þ

3 This approach is used for the numerical calculation of

4 the solidification front in the slag. Due to the complexity of

5 both the physics and the geometry of the pot wall, we

6 discretized the latter by taking it as perfectly axisymmetric.

7 The generating cross-section through its middle plane

8 (along a resultant median) is depicted in Figure 4a. The

9 inner region of the pot is filled with liquid slag at

10 Tl¼ 1600 8C up to a height Hslag, say, measured from the

11 bottom point of its interior. There the aforementioned

12 model of phase change according to the heat-capacity

13 formulation applies. As a further simplification, we

14 assumed that phase change takes place without a

15 volumetric change, i.e., rs ¼ rl. For the numerical simu-

16 lation, the input parameters are taken fromTable 2. During

17 the solidification process, very steep gradients are

18 expected to occur in the vicinity of the pot wall. In order

19 to appropriately capture the phase change process, we test

20 a standard more-or-less homogeneous unstructured FE

21 grid Figure 4b and a refined one with a further refinement

22 in the inner region of 0.1m from the inner pot surface

23 (Figure 4c).

24 The goal of the simulation is not only to calculate Tw but

25 also to obtain an estimation for the thickness of the

26 solidified layer.

27 2.3. Results

28 The first results refer to the influence of themesh size used

29 in the numerical simulations. In Figure 5a, the slag phase

30 index (1 indicates the solid phase, 0 indicates the liquid

31 one) is plotted against the vertical coordinate z, in the

32 region near the inner pot surface. The coarse mesh (see

33 Figure 4 b) yields a very wide transition region between

1the phases, in contrast to the refined mesh, where one can

2clearly identify the fully solid phase. This behavior is also

3seen in Figure 6, where the phase distribution at t¼ 20min

4for a section near the wall is represented. We mention that

5this distribution is nearly uniform along the inner surface,

6such that the thickness of the solidified layer will not

7exhibit major variations with z, which agrees nicely with

8our semi-analytical/averaged approach. A further spatial

9refinement would alter the results only insignificantly. We

10therefore carried out the calculations on the above-refined

11mesh as it returns sufficiently accurate results.

12Furthermore, the time step was chosen thoroughly. At

13first, via dimensional analysis, from the five input

14quantities Ts, (local) wall thickness d, k, rcp;x=k, cf. (1),

15effectively governing the heat transfer through the pot wall

16(Tref negligibly small compared to Ts) and having

17dimensions temperature, length, and time two independ-

18ent reference times can be derived: d2/a with a ¼ k=ðrcpÞ
19being the thermal diffusivity, and cprd=ðxT3

s Þ. The first,

20classical one, is relevant for conduction, the second for

21radiation. (These can also be found from Fourier’s law, i.e.,

22by equating cpr@T=@t with the heat flux densities, either

23expressed by conduction or radiation). In general, one

24would choose the smaller of these to resolve the heat

25transfer process properly in all stages in a stable manner

26numerically. However, COMSOL Multiphysics allows for

27adopting an advanced higher-order (unconditionally

28stable) backward discretization in time, hence numerical

29experiments showed that for a resolution of practical

30relevance, sufficing our purposes, a time step much larger

31than the above reference times could be chosen without

32losing essential information.

33We have then analyzed the influence of two viable time

34increments for the simulation duration of 20min: a time

35step of 10 s, and a time step of 1 s for the first 60 s, followed

36by a time step of 5 s for the remaining time. It turns out that

37the two time increments have no influence on the phase

38distribution, and the results in Figure 5a for coarse/fine

39time increments would merely collapse with the existing

40ones.

41Figure 5b shows the increase of the wall thickness

42according to the theoretical estimation (2) over a time span

43of 20min and assuming Tw,i¼ 300 8C. Low values of the

44latent heat hl facilitate solidification, as less energy is

Phase

Thermal conductivity ks,l
[Wm�1 K�1]

Density rs;l
[kgm�3]

Specific heat capacity cp s,l

[J kg�1 K�1]

Latent heat hl s,l

[J g�1]

Emissivity

es,l [�]

Solid

(s)

2 3000 1400 – 0.8

Liquid

(l)

0.1 2500 1600 840 0.8

Table 2. Slag (of varying constitution): parameters governing phase change.
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1 required for the phase change. The layer growth is more

2 pronounced in the case of higher thermal conductivities of

3 the solid phase ks, where a maximum layer thickness of

4 35mm after 20min is reached. In other words, if the pot

5 remains filled with liquid slag for 20min, the layer of solid

6 slag can have a thickness in the range of 5–35mm. The

7 curve labeled with a reference to FE represents data

8 calculated in the same way; however, here Tw,i taken from

1the FE calculations averaged over the inner surface is used

2as an appropriate input for determining the solidification

3front according to its almost height-independent distri-

4bution. This temperature correction lightly damps the

5growth of the solid layer when compared with

6the equivalent theoretical curve (green, straight line).

7The data represented by markers are the results obtained

8by FE. These numerical results are seen to be below the

9theoretical estimations but nevertheless satisfactorily well

10approximate the layer thickness. This discrepancy can also

11be explained by the additional parameters entering the

12numerical calculation (cp,l, kl) inducing an additional

13uncertainty.

14Figure 7 shows Tw,i and Tw,o calculated at and averaged

15across the respective pot surfaces, obtained with the

16axisymmetric model where phase change was included

17(averaging occurs in the filled region of the pot). At the

18interface slag/pot, Tw,i drops abruptly from the value of Ts

19to almost 400 8C, as a result of the almost instantaneous

20solidification of the liquid slag. From this time on, the

21interface temperature Tw,i increases only slightly, as the

22thickness of the solid layer grows. For t¼ 20min, a

23temperature Tw,i¼ 300 8C is calculated, which agrees very

24well with the measurements by thermography. We

25conclude that the solidified layer acts as an insulation

26layer between the liquid slag and the pot and that

27solidification must be taken into consideration in the

28temperature calculation.

Figure 5. Influence of the mesh size a), thickness of the solidified
slag layer b).

Figure 4. Boundary conditions (A/B indicating inner/outer
surfaces) for the phase change model a) and different mesh
distributions: coarse mesh b), refined mesh c).
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1 The results obtained both analytically and numerically

2 are now compared with samples collected from the real

3 environment. In Figure 8, a section of solid slag taken after

4 detachment is shown. (This remained after the emptying

5 process when the solidified slag is already completely

6 detached from the pot.) Five layers of varying thicknesses

7 (between 10 and 30mm) resulting from consecutive

8 filling/empting processes are clearly visible. These values

9 are in good agreement with our estimations (see Table 3),

10 yet the differences to the measured values of ds

1presumably arise from either the prolonged/reduced

2duration between the emptying times, higher/lower slag

3temperatures, or more complex physical effects not taken

4into consideration. For the end time of 20min and two

5values of hl, these data are compared with the predictions

6by (2). Specifically, the discrepancy with the latter are

7essentially due to the range of validity of (2).

8The usefulness of the numerical calculation of the solid

9layer lies in the more accurate calculation of Tw,i. The

10already calculated distribution of Tw,i for the axisymmetric

11model can be transferred to the three-dimensional (3D)

12geometry: those values now replace Tw,i¼Ts as applied

13initially (see Figure 2) and are stored as a function of time

14and of Cartesian coordinates x, y, z. These now describe the

15geometry of the undeformed pot in the highest resolution

16where z points in the direction of the pot axis so that z¼ 0

17indicates the lowest point of its inner surface.

183. Thermal Stress Simulation

19In the previous section, we have obtained realistic

20distributions of Tw over the relevant time spans. Here,

Figure 6. Phase distribution of the slag near the wall for a coarse a)
and a refined b) mesh after t¼ 20min.

Figure 7. Temperatures obtained by the phase change model
(surfaces as in Figure 4).

Figure 8. Stratified layers of solid slag.

Method hl¼840 J g�1 hl¼ 2100 J g�1

Stefan’s equation 5mm 33mm

Finite element method 14mm 17mm

Real system 10–30mm

Table 3. Comparison between the different methods of
estimating the solid slag layer thickness.
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1 we will use these temperature distributions to compute

2 those of the thermally induced stresses at the critical

3 thermal conditions by virtue of a 3D structural mechanics

4 FE model employing the solid-mechanics module avail-

5 able in COMSOL Multiphysics. Hence, the results of these

6 computations are used to identify the critical regions that

7 are pronemost to plastic deformation. Since our concern is

8 only with the regions where plastic deformation is most

9 likely to occur, it proves sufficient to adopt Hooke’s law

10 supplemented with a yield-stress criterion, as, e.g., the

11 classical von-Mises criterion, for identifying the critical

12 regions subsequently.

13 3.1. Overview

14 Pronounced temperature variation in a solid cause

15 correspondingly high thermal stresses and/or strains.

16 For a commonly assumed isotropic behavior of the

17 material, its local volumetric dilatation rate with respect

18 to temperature, is given by a (Table 1), typically increasing

19 with T; cast steels at play here give a ¼: (10–15)� 10�6

20 [K�1] in general.[19] Since aT<< 1 usually, the correspond-

21 ingly small linear dilation, eT , represents a thermally

22 induced isotropic contribution to the linearized strain.

23 Often a is also reliably taken as uniform (Tda/dT<<a).

24 Integration yields the linear expansion law

eT ¼ aðT � T ref Þ ð5Þ

extending the conventional Hooke’s law in our calculation.

25 We express this canonically in forward form and Cartesian

26 coordinates by virtue of the Einstein convention so as to

27 complete this digression:

sij ¼ E

1þ m
eij þ dij

mekk � ð1þ mÞeT
1� 2m

� �
; i; j; k ¼ x; y; z ð6Þ

28 Herein, sij denotes the component of the Cauchy stress

29 tensor referring to the i-th and j-th direction, eij the

30 associated component of the Euler–Almansi strain tensor,

31 and dij the Kronecker delta. For its rather lengthy explicit

32 representation in (in view of the pot geometry and its FE-

33 discretization) more suitable polar coordinates

34 (r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p
, circumferential angle, z), we refer to the

35 pertinent literature. Since the stress analysis concerns

36 the pot wall solely, (6) only refers to this part of the

37 configuration.

38 We employ once again the 3D geometry from Figure 2:

39 quarter of the pot with corresponding symmetry boundary

40 conditions. For fixing the position of the pot, the

41 displacement of the stand is constrained in the z-direction,

42 so it may only deform in the x- and y-directions.

43 Additionally, we account for the weight of the liquid slag,

1of density rl, by imposing a force F at the inner boundary:

2F ¼ rlgH slagðzÞ; g is the gravitational acceleration.

3Albeit heat transfer through the pot wall is a transient

4process, the current thermal stress analysis is performed in

5terms of steady-state calculations at selected time points:

6see the comments in Section 1. Here, the stress calculation

7were carried out at the above reference time of 20min,

8which means that the drop of Hslag with time is considered

9in quasi-static manner and the solidification model is

10evaluated for this time. Hence, the FE-mesh for the pot

11wall is less critical: 1.9� 105 mesh elements were used.

123.2. Results

13Figure 9 shows the results of such a simulation run,

14namely the von-Mises stress distribution across the pot

15wall. Two moments in time are shown here: 5min

16(Figure 9a) and 20min (Figure 9b) after filling of the pot.

17In the first case, very high temperature gradients occur

18at the inner surface, leading to very high stresses along the

19entire inner pot surface. While stresses at the exterior of

20the pot do not exceed values of 250MPa, at the inner

21surface they reach a value of approximately 550MPa,

22above the indicated material tensile strength (Table 1).

23After 20min, the temperature distribution across the wall

24is more uniform, leading to a stress distribution quite

25distinct from that in the former case. Now, the high stress

26regions are concentrated near the filling level (upper

27enlarged area in Figure 9b), and the stress level is

28significantly lower than in the first case.

29Overall, stress levels exceed the yield limit (Table 1) both

30at the inner and outer surfaces, which implies that plastic

31deformations definitely occur in a large part of the pot wall.

32The deformed geometry calculated for the same time

33points as above, namely 5 and 20min after the filling, is

34shown in Figure 10. For visualization purposes, here a

35deformation scale (of equal magnitude in all graphs) is

36applied. The upper row of Figure 10 displays the total

37displacement calculated by
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2 þ v2 þ w2

p
where u, v, and

38w are the displacement components in the x-, y-, and

39z-directions, respectively. The local displacements have a

40higher magnitude in the vertical direction; the regions

41below the filling level exhibit the highest radial deforma-

42tions, which qualitatively corresponds very well to field

43observations (cf. Figure 1). Amore specific behavior can be

44extracted from the radial displacement component

45calculated as ur ¼ xuþ yvð Þ=r, shown in the lower row of

46Figure 10. We note that the upper ring is displaced inwards

47(ur slightly negative).

48One must take into consideration that the calculated

49displacements refer to a given instance of time but do not

50reflect irreversible plastic deformations and remanent

51effects of long exposure to high temperatures. In reality,

52however, the local displacements will accumulate over

53time due to plastic ones (according to the excess from the
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1 equivalent stresses given in Figure 9), and their magni-

2 tudes will resemble those visible in Figure 1a.

3 The results obtained by the thermo-mechanical simu-

4 lations are further supported by surface analysis and wear

5 investigation, detailed in the subsequent section.&Please

6 check section headings and their numbering.&

7 4. Experimental Section

8 By performing thermo-mechanical simulations, we were

9 able to study the thermal effects in slag pots on the

10 macroscale. This study, however, is accompanied by

11 analytic methods designed to examine wear and material

12 degradation mechanisms that affect the pot surface at a

13 microscale. The main goal is to correlate the observed

14 deformations to specific degradation mechanisms.

15 We analyzed wear of several pot surfaces bymicroscopy

16 techniques: 3D topographical confocal analysis, light

17 microscope, and scanning electron microscopy; the

18 expected change in material hardness due to thermal

19 and mechanical stresses was assessed by metallography of

20 cross-sections of the pot wall in its critical regions. The

21 initial hardness of low-alloyed steel is 	170 HV10.

22 Hardness measurements were performed in a depth of

23 5mm from the inner surface at the bottom, at a height of

24 1.5m (middle part), and at the top.

25 4.1. Wear Mechanisms and Materials Degradation

26 The data collected from the analysis of the surfaces and

27 cross-sections show distinct wear mechanisms associated

28 with three regions of the pot, for which we refer to

29 Figure 11a,b. The bottom of the slag pot is the first region

1that comes in contact with the liquid slag when it is being

2poured, and therefore high thermal degradation can be

3observed. There large (10mm long and larger) cracks

4occur, which are eventually filled with solidified slag and

5other oxidation products, thus obstructing crack closing

6mechanisms as seen in the SEM images in Figure 11 at the

7dark-gray areas. In this zone of the slag pot, mostly thermal

8degradation takes place—the used steel loses its hardness

9due to thermal fatigue; mechanical properties decrease

10with increasing thermal cycling&Please check change

11made.&. Hardness measurements and microstructural

12analyses at metallographic cross-sections indicate a

13highly degraded (annealed) ferritic–pearlitic micro-

14structure,[20,21] as seen in Figure 12, which compares the

15initial with the degraded microstructure. Due to thermal

16fatigue and annealing processes, the initial ferritic–

17pearlitic microstructure decomposes to ferrite with

18globulized cementite (as seen in Figure 12). Associated

19with a measured drop in hardness from 170 HV10 of about

2030% to 110 HV10, this implies a decreased yield strength

21and wear resistance.[9,22] Within this area of the slag pot,

22thermal fatigue rather than wear is dominant.

23Looking at the middle region of the pot wall, we can

24state that the side wall is highly affected as well. Cracks are

25visible, although smaller when compared to the lower

26region, but higher deformed surfaces can be detected as

27clearly visible in Figure 11c,d. Due to the tribological

28contact between the pot wall and the solidified slag,

29deformed structures and layer overlaps are present at the

30surface, resulting in wear debris. Wear marks, materials

31removal, and surface deformations are the indication of a

32wear-dominated regime within these zones. These effects

33are highlighted in the cross-sectional analyses. Highly

34deformed and annealed microstructures with material

35removal due to the high stresses present in the mechanical

36contact between solidified slag and the pot wall. Massive

Figure 9. von Mises Stress distribution through the pot wall at a) t¼ 5min and b) t¼ 20min, with detailed sections near the _lling level
and at the bottom of the pot.&The word “_lling” seems to be unclear. Please check.&
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1 material removal due to abrasion is pointed out. Further,

2 the cracks are partially filled with slag which enhances the

3 pressure distribution within the cracks—crack closing

4 mechanisms are obstructed—the different thermal expan-

5 sion coefficient of slag and steel enhances wear due to

6 higher local pressures.[10]

7 At the inner lip of the upper ring (Figure 11e,f), highly

8 deformed zones resulting from contact sliding during the

9 drop out of solidified slag are visible (the red arrow marks

10 the sliding direction of the solidified slag). Due to the

11 relatively high deformation within this zone, cracks are

12 visible at the upper ring throughout the whole diameter.

13 The plural lines at the inner ring, as apparent in the figure,

14 are wear marks formed by the interaction of solidified slag

15 and the pot wall under high pressure and some cracks. The

16 hardness within these zones is reduced by	20% and lies in

1the range 120–130 HV10, indicating a lower thermal

2influence on the degradation. A more wear-dominated

3degradation can be seen.

44.2. Comparison of Critical Deformation and Wear
5Mechanisms

6As the focus of the present study is on the thermal loading,

7the discussion of the wear mechanisms will be done only

8briefly, and a more detailed analysis will be presented in

9the follow-up publication. Figure 13 points out critical

10zones at the slag pot at different stages of filling and

11degradation mechanisms. As mentioned previously, the

12bottom of the slag pot tends to suffer more thermally due

13to the tapping of hot slag directly there: cracks and high

Figure 10. Deformations of the slag pot: total a) and radial c) displacement after t¼ 5min, total b) and radial d) displacement after
t¼ 20min.
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Figure 11. Microscopical analyses of typical wear phenomena throughout the slag pot: surface SEM image of the bottom a), cross-
sectional surface image of thermo-mechanically induced cracks at the slag pot bottom b), surface SEM image of side wall c), cross-
sectional analysis of a deformed microstructure at the side wall d), 3D topography of the inner lip of the upper ring e), deformed
structures at the upper ring f).
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1 material degradation were detected, which decrease the

2 material hardness. At the upper parts of the slag pot, a

3 more wear-dominated degradation was detected. The base

4 material was less annealed and the surface degrades due to

5 two-body wear conditions between the solidified slag and

6 the base material. The high deformation at the upper ring

7 leads to massive cracks at its outside.

8 The zones of high deformation and high thermal

9 gradients suffer from cracks, which further leads to

10 decreased mechanical stability within these zones. Also

11 the combination of reducedmechanical properties and the

12 already cracked and worn surface increases the wear

13 debris and reduces the pot wall thickness; so enhance the

14 effective stresses and deformation.

15 The value of both, wear and materials degradation, is

16 different at every zone—in general, it can be said that the

17 lower part of the slag pot suffers more from thermal

18 degradation, while the upper part is worn out due to the

19 relativemotion between solidified slag and the potwall. On

20 average 0.5 cm per 1000 cycles are worn out, strongly

21 depending on temperature cycling. Temperatures usually

22 differ between 300 and 600 8C, but can increase strongly if

23 molten steel is tapped or the time span where molten slag

24 is loaded is increased due to logistical issues.

25 The deformation, which can be pointed out within

26 Figure 13, is close to reality, but due to the different levels

27 of thermal degradation and annealing effects, the yield

1strength is different for each zone from bottom to top. For

2an even more real-life simulation, accordingly varying

3mechanical properties (including anisotropy) ought to be

4accounted for in the model. Also the initiation of cracks

5and their influence on the mechanical stability of primary

6structures should not be neglected in further FE

7simulations.

85. Conclusions and Outlook

9A thermo-mechanical FE analysis of the heat transfer in

10slag pots was presented. It is seen by these numerical

11simulations that liquid slag solidifies rapidly at the contact

12with the pot walls as it forms a growing insulating layer

13between the remaining liquid phase and the pot. This is

14reflected by the initially calculated temperature distribu-

15tion and confirmed by the data obtained from thermal

16imaging: the, compared to that of cast, very low thermal

17conductivity of solid slag (and of liquid one) damps the

18otherwise pronounced rapid increase of the temperature at

19the outer pot surface. Nevertheless, the numerical and

20analytical calculations of the solid slag thickness agree well

21with the on-site observations, where one can identify the

22layered structure of the solidified slag, as a result of several

23filling–emptying cycles. Regarding the thickness of the

Figure 12. Microstructural analysis of the initial and the degraded microstructure.
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1 solidified layer, a very accurate estimation cannot be

2 provided at this time, as the parameters describing

3 solidification are not easily measurable by standard

4 methods; besides this, uncertainties reflecting the varying

5 chemical composition are noteworthy.

6 The deformations of the pot were calculated solely on

7 the basis of a linear–elastic material behavior. As a first

8 finding of great practical relevance, however, the region of

9 maximum deformation is located below the filling level of

10 the pot, as the temperature there changes rather abruptly.

11 This coincides with high stresses which exceed the known

12 yield stress of the material. These results by simulation are

13 qualitatively confirmed by a preliminary metallographic

14 analysis at an at first satisfactory level&Please check

15 sentence for clarity of meaning.&. Moreover, they give a

16 deepened insight into the types of degradation present at

17 the walls of the pot. As a substantial outcome, the sliding of

18 the solid slag during the emptying process and the

19 associated material softening cause large abrasion-

20 affected areas at its inner surface, whereas thermal shocks

21 in its lower regions induce cracks.

1The authors consider the current results as definitely

2encouraging as they may serve as an “educated guess” for

3those to be obtained by an accordingly refined simulation

4model. Such an advanced approach should include amore

5complex constitutive stress–strain relationship, involving a

6localized yield stress–temperature dependence, which

7allows for the prediction of plasticization, i.e., the

8occurrence of plastic hinges and, in turn, regions of

9remanent stresses/deformations&Please check changes

10made.&. The identified critical areas (prone to higher

11deformations) are the starting point of the optimization

12process, as they could suggest the need to reinforce the

13geometry/material locally. The already calculated slag pot

14interface temperature can be applied easily fromnow on in

15any geometry, such that the focus can be on the systematic

16variation of the geometry. Simulating the same system but

17with different pot materials and changing the filling/

18emptying duration can further on providewithmore useful

19insight regarding the possible system optimization.

20Finally, increased efforts for improving the metrological

21assessment of material degradation and wear (by non-

22contacting sensors) seem expedient and beneficial from

23the user’s point of view.
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